Machine learning approaches are valuable methods in hyperspectral remote sensing, especially for the classification of land cover or for the regression of physical parameters. While the recording of hyperspectral data has become affordable with innovative technologies, the acquisition of reference data (ground truth) has remained expensive and time-consuming. There is a need for methodological approaches that can handle datasets with significantly more hyperspectral input data than reference data. We introduce the Supervised Self-organizing Maps (SuSi) framework, which can perform unsupervised, supervised and semi-supervised classification as well as regression on high-dimensional data. The methodology of the SuSi framework is presented and compared to other frameworks. Its different parts are evaluated on two hyperspectral datasets. The results of the evaluations can be summarized in four major findings: (1) The supervised and semi-Supervised Self-organizing Maps (SOM) outperform random forest in the regression of soil moisture. (2) In the classification of land cover, the supervised and semi-supervised SOM reveal great potential. (3) The unsupervised SOM is a valuable tool to understand the data. (4) The SuSi framework is versatile, flexible, and easy to use. The SuSi framework is provided as an open-source Python package on GitHub.
Introduction
Hyperspectral remote sensing data have been used in many applications of environmental research during the last few decades [1, 2] . Since hyperspectral sensors are mounted nowadays on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and satellites are also installed on handheld devices, the hyperspectral data acquisition has become more affordable [3] . Therefore, hyperspectral data are used increasingly to monitor physical parameters such as soil moisture or land cover over larger areas [4, 5] .
The increasing computing power and the availability of big data have enabled the development of artificial neural networks (ANNs) as standard tools for regression and classification tasks [6, 7] . In machine learning (ML) included among other ANNs, different models are used depending on the tasks and the available data [8] . Currently, feed-forward neural networks and convolutional neural networks (CNN) are some of the most common types of ANN in remote sensing research. With several hidden layers, so-called deep ANNs are able to learn autonomously lower-level and higher-level features. These kinds of ANNs require a lot of training data. In environmental applications, we often The main contributions regarding methodological developments and software of this paper are summarized as follows:
• the mathematical foundations of the unsupervised and supervised SOM in the SuSi framework, • a detailed evaluation of the supervised regression SOM on the example of soil moisture regression and of the supervised regression SOM on the example of land cover classification, and • the introduction of the semi-supervised SOM followed by an evaluation of the semi-supervised regression and classification capabilities of the SuSi framework.
Materials and Methods
In this section, we give an overview of the research background, introduce the datasets used for the evaluation and describe in detail the mathematical foundations of the unsupervised, supervised, and semi-supervised SOM in the SuSi framework.
Research Background
In the following subsection, we give a brief overview of various SOM applications in different fields of research. Most SOMs are applied in unsupervised learning like clustering, visualization, and dimensionality reduction [16] . A comprehensive overview of SOMs as unsupervised learners and their applications in the research field of water resources is presented by [17] . SOMs are also used in the context of maritime environment research [18] . In addition, a main application of SOMs is clustering data [19] and cluster-wise regression [20] .
SOMs can be combined with other ML techniques. For example, the output of the unsupervised SOM is used by Hsu et al. [21] as input for a support vector regressor to forecast stock prices. The clustering of the unsupervised SOM significantly improved the forecast. The authors in [22] present the combination of SOMs with linear regression in hydrology. The authors point out the value of the visualization capabilities of the unsupervised SOM. SOMs can also be used for data fusion, e.g., for plant disease detection [23] . Hagenbuchner and Tsoi [24] add majority voting to SOMs for the application as a supervised classifier. The combination of SOMs and nearest-neighbor classification is shown by Ji [25] for the classification of land use based on Landsat satellite data. Additional combinations of unsupervised SOMs and supervised algorithms used for classification are presented in [26] [27] [28] [29] . One example for the application of SOMs to solve nonlinear regression tasks is presented by Hecht et al. [30] in the field of robotics. SOMs are also applied in the supervised regression of physical parameters in environmental research [4, 13, 14] .
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) learns from labeled as well as from unlabeled data. An introduction to SSL is given in [31] . In [32] , an unsupervised SOM and a supervised ANN are combined for the semi-supervised classification in software fault detection. The authors point out the generalization abilities of their proposed framework. An approach entirely based on SOMs is presented in [33] . A semi-supervised classification SOM (SS-SOM) is introduced and applied on several real-world datasets. The implementation of the SS-SOM is provided and can therefore be compared to existing packages.
Python and R are widely used programming language in the context of ML applications. Programming frameworks like scikit-learn [34] in Python have simplified the application of existing ML techniques considerably. While in the programming language R the kohonen package [35] provides a standardized framework for SOMs, several minor SOM packages exist in Python addressing only specific ML tasks.
In the following, we compare the introduced SuSi framework with existing Software packages in Python, R, and C. In our comparison, we include the Python packages SOMPY [36] , SimpSOM [37] , MiniSom [38] , TensorFlow SOM [39] , PyMVPA [40] , NeuPy [41] , the R kohonen package [35] and the C tool SS-SOM [33] . All entitled packages are freely available, regularly maintained (in 2019), and include unsupervised clustering. For example, the packages abhinavralhan/kohonen-maps and lmjohns3/kohonen are not regularly maintained and therefore left out in this study. The packages are analyzed on the basis of the following criteria: The analysis is performed in favor of the packages, meaning that in cases where a criterion is only partially satisfied, it is still considered as satisfied. Table 1 summarizes the analysis results. Thus far, no supervised SOM package for Python is available that matches the defined criteria and requirements (see Table 1 ). 
Hyperspectral Datasets for the Evaluation
The different evaluations of the SuSi framework performed in this paper are based on two existing hyperspectral datasets, one dataset with continuous labels (regression) and one dataset with discrete labels (classification). Both datasets are selected based on their free availability [42, 43] and their high dimensionality of the input data.
A soil moisture dataset measured during a field campaign and published in [42] is used for the regression evaluations in this paper. The dataset consists of 679 datapoints collected by a Cubert UHD 285 camera. One datapoint consists of 125 bands between 450 nm to 950 nm. A soil moisture sensor measured the reference values in a range of 25% and 42% soil moisture. In Figure 2a , the distribution of the soil moisture measurements is shown.
The Salinas valley dataset [43] for classification is a freely available land cover dataset consisting of 512 × 217 pixels collected by the 224-band Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) in California, United States of America. The spatial resolution of this dataset is 3.7 m. Of the 224 bands in the range of 400 nm to 2500 nm, the 20 water absorption bands are discarded, namely the bands 108 to 112, 154 to 167 and 224. The dataset consists of 54,129 datapoints with reference data of 16 classes including several vegetation classes and bare soil. In Figure 2b , an overview of the dataset is illustrated. Compared to the regression dataset, this dataset is significantly larger.
For some studies, the hyperspectral data are normalized per feature to improve the performance of some estimators which are based on distance metrics. The mean of the respective dataset is therefore set to zero and the standard deviation to one. 
Unsupervised SOM for Clustering
In the following subsection, we describe the architecture and mathematics of the unsupervised part of the SuSi framework. Further insights about the theory of SOMs can be found for example in [12] . The 2D grid of a SOM, the map, can be implemented in different topologies. In this paper, we use the simplest topology: the 2D rectangular grid consisting of n row × n column nodes. This grid is fully connected to the input layer. This means that each node is connected to all n input features via n weights. The variable naming conventions of the SuSi framework are given in Table A1 . The training process of the unsupervised SOM is illustrated in Figure 3 and consists of the following steps: The initialization approach of a SOM mainly affects the speed of the training. We initialize the SOM weights of the SuSi framework randomly at this stage of development. Attik et al. [44] , Akinduko et al. [45] , for example, proposed more sophisticated initialization approaches like applying a principal component analysis. We describe the training of an unsupervised SOM in Section 2.3.1. For every part of the unsupervised SOM, several possible formulas exist. We provide the formulas most relevant to this paper in the following subsections while providing alternative formulas in Appendix B. 
Finding the Best Matching Unit
During the search for the best matching unit (BMU), the current input datapoint is compared to all n-dimensional weight vectors on the SOM grid. The SOM node that is the closest one to the input node according to the chosen distance metric is the BMU. Several distance metrics can be applied. The most common distance metric is the Euclidean distance defined as
with a dimension n of the vectors x, x . Further SOM distance metrics are provided in Appendix B.1. The Euclidean distance is the default distance metric of the SuSi framework. Note that, in Section 2.3.4, the Euclidean distance is applied on the 2D coordinates of the SOM nodes and not on the n-dimensional weight vectors.
Learning Rate
Decreasing learning rates are often implemented in ANNs for a faster convergence and to prevent oscillations. The learning rate α of the SOM training is a function that decreases from a value α 0 with an increasing number of iterations. In the following, we present the default implementation of the learning rate in the SuSi framework. Alternative learning rate functions are summarized in Appendix B.2. In Figure 4 , examples for the behavior of the functions are plotted. The default implementation the learning rate is taken from [46] and includes a start value for the learning rate as well as an end value α end : (2), end = 10 6 (2), end = 0.1 (A4) (A5) (A6) (A7) (A7) modified 
Neighborhood Function
Similar to the learning rate, the neighborhood function is monotonically decreasing. In the following, we provide the default neighborhood function of the SuSi framework. Additional neighborhood functions can be found in Appendix B.3. The neighborhood function in [47] is defined, with σ 0 as initial value of the neighborhood function and is equivalent to Equation (A5), as
Neighborhood Distance Weight
The neighborhood distance weight is a function of the number of iterations and the distance d(c, i) between the BMU c and every other node i on the SOM grid. The distance d(c, i) between the BMU c and node i is defined as the Euclidean distance (see Equation (1)) on the 2D map grid. Note that this distance d(c, i) is not the distance between the n-dimensional weights. In the following, we provide the default neighborhood distance weight formula of the SuSi framework. Another formula is provided in Appendix B.4. Matsushita and Nishio [47] proposed a Pseudo-Gaussian neighborhood distance weight. The weight between the BMU c and the node i on the SOM grid is defined as
with the neighborhood function from Equation (3) and the Euclidean distance d(c, i) on the SOM grid. The implications of the chosen neighborhood distance weight definitions on the SOM are investigated in e.g., [48, 49] .
Adapting Weights
The two most used approaches to adapt the SOM weights are the online and the batch mode. All weights of the SOM are adapted based on the learning rate and the neighborhood distance weight. The online mode is described in detail in [12] . After each iteration, all weights of the SOM are adapted to the current datapoint x(t) as follows:
with neighborhood function h c,i (t), learning rate α(t), and weight vector w i (t) of node i at iteration t.
The online mode is the default mode of the SuSi framework. An implementation of the batch mode is described in Appendix B.5.
Trained Unsupervised SOM
After reaching the maximum number of iterations t max , the unsupervised SOM is fully trained. The unsupervised SOM can now calculate the BMU for every input datapoint, regardless if the datapoint is also part of the training dataset. This supervised approaches in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 are based on the trained unsupervised SOM. Since the number of nodes on the SOM grid can be larger than the number of datapoints in a specific dataset, several nodes can exist that are not linked to a datapoint of that respective dataset.
Supervised SOM for Classification and Regression
To apply the SuSi framework for solving supervised regression or classification tasks, we attach a second SOM to the unsupervised SOM. Figure 5 illustrates the flowchart of the second, supervised SOM. The two SOMs differ with respect to the dimension of the weights as well as their training. The weights of the unsupervised SOM are of the same dimension as the input data. Thus, adapting these weights often changes the BMU for each input datapoint. In contrast, the weights of the supervised SOM have the same dimension as the target variable of the respective task.
One has to distinguish between two cases: regression and classification. In the regression case, the weights of the supervised SOM are one-dimensional and contain a continuous number. In the classification case, the weights of the supervised SOM contain a class. By combining the unsupervised and the supervised SOM, the former is used to select the BMU for each datapoint while the latter links the selected BMU to a specific estimation. In the following, we describe the different implementations for regression and classification tasks.
Implementation of the Regression SOM
An initial implementation of the regression SOM is described in [13] using the example of the soil moisture regression based on hyperspectral data. The training of the regression SOM proceeds analogous to the unsupervised SOM: first, the SOM is initialized randomly. Again, it iterates randomly through the dataset (see Step 1) . In each iteration, the BMU is found for the current datapoint based on the trained unsupervised SOM (see Steps 2 and 3). The BMUs do not change for the datapoints during the training since the unsupervised SOM is fully trained. Then, the neighborhood function, the learning rate, and the neighborhood distance weight matrix are calculated similarly to the algorithm of the unsupervised SOM (see Steps 4 and 5). Finally, the weights are adapted to the label y(t) of the input datapoint x(t) (see Step 6) .
In the case of the regression SOM, the label is a continuous value and the weights of the regression SOM can be modified similarly to the process described in Section 2.3.5. After the training (and in the case of a one-dimensional, target variable), the regression SOM consists of a map with a continuous distribution of the regression target variable. To apply the trained regression SOM to a new dataset, the BMUs needs to be found by the unsupervised SOM. For each datapoint in the new dataset, the estimated output value of the SuSi framework is the weight of the found BMU on the regression SOM. The regression SOM is illustrated in Figure 5 . 
Implementation of the Classification SOM
In the case of a classification task, the labels are discrete. In contrast to the commonly used majority voting approach (see [24] ), we have implemented a training process similar to the adaptation approach of the unsupervised SOM (see Section 2.3.5): The classification SOM is illustrated in Figure 5 . The initialization in step 1 contains a simple majority vote: each node is assigned to the class representing the majority of datapoints allocated to the respective node. Steps 2 to 5 are implemented similarly to the regression SOM in Section 2.4.1.
To modify the discrete weights of the classification SOM, we introduce the class-change probability P c,i (t) in step 6. In the regression SOM, the SOM nodes around the BMU are adapted to the current datapoint with a certain probability depending on the learning rate and the neighborhood distance weight. In the following, we explain our proposed modification in the case of discrete models.
For datasets with imbalanced class distributions, meaning datasets with significantly different number of datapoints per class, we provide the possibility to re-weight the dataset. The optional class weight is defined as
with the number of datapoints N, the number of datapoints N j of class j, and the number of classes n classes . Similar to Equation (5), we define a term that affects the modification of the SOM weights.
Since the modifications need to be discrete, we rely on probabilities. The probability for a class change of a node i with BMU c(x) of the datapoint x(t) with label y(t) is defined as
with the class weight w y(t) (see Equation (6)), the learning rate α(t) (see Section 2.3.2), and the neighborhood distance weight h c,i (t) (see Section 2.3.4). To decide if a node changes its assigned class, a binary decision rule is created based on this probability. A simple threshold of e.g., 0.5 would lead to a static SOM after a certain number of iterations. Therefore, we include randomization into the decision process. For every node in every iteration, a random number u i (t) is generated that is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The modification of the weights is then implemented based on the class change probability P c,i (t) defined in Equation (7) as follows:
with the label y(t) linked the to datapoint x(t) of the current iteration t. After the maximum number of iterations is reached, the classification SOM is fully trained. Then, every node on the SOM grid is assigned to one class of the dataset. To apply the classification SOM on unknown data, the BMU needs to be found for each datapoint with the unsupervised SOM. This process is similar to the process of the trained regression SOM. The estimation of the classification SOM for this datapoint is equivalent to the weight of the neuron in the classification SOM at the position of the selected BMU.
Semi-Supervised SOM for Regression and Classification
In hyperspectral remote sensing, the acquisition of the reference data like soil moisture measurements is often costly and time-expensive. With hyperspectral sensors on UAVs or satellites, the hyperspectral input data can be recorded over large areas. This kind of data acquisition can lead to a dataset with significantly more hyperspectral input data than reference data. To use the possibly larger input dataset, semi-supervised learning can be applied that can learn from labeled as well as from unlabeled data. In comparison, supervised learning approaches (see Section 2.4) can only learn from labeled data.
The semi-supervised SOM is a combination of an unsupervised part (see Section 2.3) and a supervised part (see Section 2.4). The unsupervised part is applied on the full hyperspectral input dataset since it does not rely on labels. The supervised part afterwards is applied on the smaller, labeled part of the training dataset. To decrease the importance of unlabeled training datapoints, a sample weight is implemented which gives more weight to labeled datapoints than to unlabeled datapoints. This weighting is used for semi-supervised regression as well as for semi-supervised classification. A class weighting, as it is implemented in the supervised classification SOM (see Section 2.4.2), can only improve the semi-supervised classification performance, if the labeled datapoints are not balanced over the different classes.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we present exemplary applications of unsupervised clustering, supervised, and semi-supervised soil moisture regression as well as land cover classification. Subsequently, we briefly discuss the respective applications of the SuSi framework and the derived results.
Unsupervised Clustering and Visualization
We exemplary apply the unsupervised SOM on the Salinas dataset described in Section 2.2. The hyperparameters for the unsupervised SOM are provided in Table A2 . After the training of the unsupervised SOM, the dominant (most prevalent) class for every single SOM node is shown in Figure 6a . The SOM performs the clustering unsupervised, solely relying on the input data. The labels of the input data are only added in the unsupervised part due to visualization purposes. Similar classes form clusters of different shapes. With this visualization, information about similarities between the classes can be gained as well as possible mislabeled datapoints and classes [16] . Classes such as celery and soil vinyard develop form more isolated clusters while a class like corn senesced green weeds is more spread over the SOM grid.
In Figure 6b , the u-matrix is shown. The u-matrix contains the vector norms between the neighboring SOM nodes. Larger values imply larger spectral differences. The given u-matrix shows that the spectra of classes stubble and celery are significantly separated from the rest classes.
The SOM grid distribution per class is shown in Figure 7 . For each class, mostly one or two soft clusters are visible. Differences of overlapping classes like grapes untrained and vinyard untrained are more visible in this visualization than in the dominant-class plot in Figure 6a . 
Supervised Regression of Soil Moisture
The performance of the regression SOM is evaluated based on the soil moisture dataset. A similar evaluation is published in [13] with an initial version of this regression SOM. For the validation of the regression performance and the generalization capabilities of the SOM, the dataset is randomly divided into a training and a test subset in the ratio 1 : 1. The training of the regression SOM is performed on the training subset and the evaluation is performed on the test subset. The dataset is normalized per feature for the SOM regression; the RF regression does not improve with normalization.
The hyperparameters of the regression SOM are set after a minor optimization and are provided in Table A2 . These hyperparameters can be further optimized depending on the applied dataset and underlying task. The results of the regression SOM are compared to the results of a RF regressor [50] . The RF regressor is set up with 10,000 estimators and the scikit-learn default hyperparameters (see [34] ). For the evaluation, we choose the coefficient of determination R 2 . To ensure generalization, the evaluation is repeated for five different random seeds which are applied on the SOM, the RF as well as the dataset split. The final results are provided as the mean R 2 its standard deviation.
The regression SOM achieves R 2 = 95.3 ± 0.8% on the test subset. This score implies that the regression SOM is able to generalize very well on this dataset. Interestingly, the result for the training subset is only marginally better with R 2 train = 97.7 ± 0.6%. In comparison, the RF regressor results in R 2 = 93.0 ± 2.2% on the test dataset and R 2 train = 99.1 ± 0.2% on the training dataset. The SOM outperforms the RF while showing less overtraining, meaning a smaller difference between R 2 and R 2 train . In this case, the R 2 train score could function as out-of-bag estimate for the dataset similar to [50] . When dealing with small datasets, the SOM provides the advantage of not requiring a split of the dataset. Figure 8a shows the distribution of the SOM BMUs of the soil moisture dataset. Instead of finding one single maximum, we recognize rather a random and uniform distribution. The u-matrix shows the Euclidean distances between the SOM nodes (see Figure 8b ). In summary, areas on the SOM grid with low output values show larger distances to the neighboring SOM nodes. Figure 8a illustrates further that, despite the fact that the dataset is smaller than the number of SOM nodes, the training takes advantage of the whole SOM grid. The spread over the whole SOM grid ensures a generalization. The continuous regression output for each SOM node is presented in Figure 8c . Although the SOM nodes outnumber the input datapoints, each SOM node is linked to a soil moisture value. 
Supervised Classification of Land Cover
We use the Salinas land cover dataset (see Section 2.2) for the evaluation of the supervised classification SOM. An RF classifier is used as a baseline. The dataset is split into a training and a test dataset in the ratio 30 : 70. The split ratio is selected to ensure enough datapoints in the training dataset and to ensure a proper evaluation. The evaluation results are the average results of five different random seeds (see Section 3.2). Scaling is applied on the hyperspectral input data for the SOM as described in Section 2.2.
Similar to Section 3.2, the hyperparameters of the classification SOM are set after a minor optimization and are provided in Table A2 . The hyperparameters of the classification SOM can be further optimized. The RF classifier is set up with 100 estimators and the scikit-learn default hyperparameters (see [34] ). For the evaluation, we choose the metrics overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy (AA), and Cohen's kappa coefficient κ. The OA is defined as the ratio between the number of correctly classified datapoints and the size of the dataset. The AA is the sum of the recall of each class divided by the number of classes with the recall of a class being the number of correctly classified instances (datapoints) of this class, divided by the total number of instances of this class. Cohen's kappa coefficient κ is defined, with the hypothetical probability of chance agreement θ, as
The classification results of the complete dataset are shown in the prediction map in Figure 9 . The SOM achieves a test OA of 76.9 ± 0.2%, AA = 81.4 ± 0.7% and κ = 74.3 ± 0.2%. The training OA is 77.2 ± 0.7%, the training AA is 81.6 ± 0.9%, and the κ score on the training subsets is 74.6 ± 0.8%. In contrast, the RF classifier achieves a test OA of 93.5 ± 0.1%, AA = 96.4 ± 0.1% and κ = 92.7 ± 0.2%, while the RF training metrics are all at about 100%. The RF classifier performs significantly better than the classification SOM. Note that the classification SOM of the SuSi framework has not yet been fully optimized. Similar to the regression results (see Section 3.2), the differences between test and training metrics are lower for the SOM. Two findings can be derived. Firstly, the SOM is robust against overtraining in this study implied by the only marginal difference between training and test accuracies. Secondly, the SOM is not optimized on this classification task in terms of the classification algorithm itself as well as the hyperparameters. To optimize the algorithm and the large number of different hyperparameters for the classification SOM, we expect the potential users of the open-source SuSi framework [15] to share their experiences and to improve the framework. Figure 10a shows the distribution of the classification output of the SOM. Nodes assigned to the same classes are closer together on the SOM grid due to the inclusion of the neighborhood during the training process. The u-matrix is shown in Figure 10b . Both plots in Figure 9 can be compared to the clustering results in Figure 6 . Similar structures occur. Obvious differences can be explained by the different number of datapoints used for the clustering as well as by the application of different random seeds. The ability to differentiate between the 16 classes is illustrated in the confusion matrix in Figure 11a . Classes like grapes untrained and vinyard untrained are often confused with the respective other as is also found in Section 3.1. Figure 11b shows the confusion matrix of the RF is shown. As expected from the OA and AA, most of the classes are classified correctly to nearly 100%. The two classes grapes untrained and vinyard untrained are confused with each other, which is a comparable effect previously seen in the SOM.
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Semi-Supervised Regression of Soil Moisture with Minimal Reference Data
To evaluate the semi-supervised regression SOM, we use the soil moisture dataset and is applied in a supervised regression (see Section 3.2). For the training, the dataset is split into a training and a test subset in the ratio 1 : 1. Only 10% of the datapoints in the training dataset are labeled. Five different random seeds for the SuSi framework as well as for the dataset split are used to reduce effects of randomization. The hyperparameters of the semi-supervised regression SOM are set after a minor optimization and are provided in Table A2 . For the semi-supervised regression SOM, the hyperspectral input data are normalized.
The semi-supervised regression SOM achieves R 2 = 81.9 ± 3.2%. The distribution of the BMUs of the soil moisture dataset is shown in Figure 12a (supervised regression: Figure 8a ) and the continuous regression output for each SOM node can be found in Figure 12b (supervised regression: Figure 8c ). Comparing the plots of the semi-supervised and the supervised case, we find that the distribution of the dataset over the full SOM grid as well as generating a continuous output map remain the same for the semi-supervised case.
To evaluate the regression performance of the semi-supervised SOM, we apply an RF regressor with five different random seeds and 1000 estimators. The RF is trained only on the labeled datapoints of the training dataset and tested on the full test dataset. It achieves R 2 = 71.9 ± 6.0%. This result shows that the semi-supervised regression SOM is able to learn additional information from the unlabeled data and outperforms the RF on such a small labeled dataset. 
Semi-Supervised Classification of Land Cover with Minimal Reference Data
In the following, we provide a proof-of-concept for the semi-supervised classification SOM. The Salinas dataset (see Section 3.3) provides the basis for the evaluation. To study the semi-supervised functionality of the SuSi framework, we generate a new training dataset consisting of the whole Salinas dataset with the following modification: only two datapoints of every class are labeled, which results in a labeled dataset with 32 labeled pixels (0.06%) and 54,097 unlabeled pixels. The semi-supervised SOM is evaluated based on the full Salinas dataset with all 54,129 labeled pixels. The hyperparameters of the semi-supervised classification SOM are set after a minor optimization and are provided in Table A2 . Similarly to the studies before, five different random seeds are applied for the classifiers as well as for the randomized choice of the 32 labeled pixels. To evaluate the classification results of the semi-supervised SOM, a supervised RF is only trained on the 32 labeled datapoints and evaluated on the full datasets with all 54,129 labeled pixels.
The test OA of the semi-supervised classification SOM is 67.3 ± 3.0%, the test AA is 78.6 ± 2.6%, and the test κ = 64.5 ± 3.3%. Compared to the supervised classification results in Section 3.3, the OA is significantly lower while the AA does not differ much. Since the labeled training dataset consists of two datapoints of every class, the AA is expected to be larger than the OA for a very unbalanced dataset as for the Salinas dataset. A κ of more than 60% shows that the semi-supervised SOM is significantly better than a random classification. The training metrics are calculated based on the 32 labeled datapoints and are for the OA and AA about 99.4 ± 1.2% and κ of 99.3 ± 0.0%. This indicates the capability of the SOM to adapt to the poorly-labeled dataset.
The supervised RF achieves a test OA of 72.9 ± 2.8%, a test AA of 81.3 ± 2.0%, and a test κ of 70.2 ± 3.0%. Similar to Section 3.3, the train metrics are about 100%. The RF classifier outperforms the semi-supervised approach only by a few percentage points. The differences between the performances of the SOM and the RF are significantly smaller than in the supervised case (see Section 3.3) . This finding implies that a supervised approach might be a similar or even better choice in a case of a dataset with only a few labels. Figure 13 shows the prediction map of the semi-supervised SOM with reasonable results. In general, the fields of the different classes in the Salinas dataset can be recognized as being of one major class. In Figure 14a , the output grid of the semi-supervised SOM with each node assigned to one class is illustrated. Compared to the supervised case in Figure 10a , clear circles can be seen that are artifacts of the early stages, and therefore larger learning rates, of the training of the semi-supervised SOM. With more labeled datapoints, a more diverse output grid could be trained. The distribution of the different labeled datapoints on the SOM grid is shown in Figure 14b . The dataset is spread over the full SOM grid with small clusters at the borders of the grid.
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Conclusions
SOMs are applied primarily for unsupervised clustering and visualization in various research fields. In this paper, we introduce a SOM-based framework, the Supervised Self-organizing maps (SuSi) framework, which can be used for supervised and semi-supervised regression and classification tasks as well as for unsupervised clustering and visualization. We compare the framework with existing Python, R and C packages in Section 2.1 based on a selected list of requirements and based on the ease of use. The mathematical concept of the framework is presented in Sections 2.3-2.5. Examples for clustering and visualization are provided in Section 3.1.
We demonstrate regression and classification results of the supervised SOM in the SuSi framework in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The regression is performed on a small dataset while the classification SOM is applied on a relatively large dataset. All evaluation results of this paper are summarized in Table 2 . The regression SOM outperforms the baseline classifier RF while simultaneously showing less overtraining. Similar to the supervised SOM regression performance, the supervised classification SOM achieves satisfactory results with potential to improve. We find that the performance metric based on the training dataset could function as an out-of-bag estimate for the dataset. This suggests that, in the case of the supervised regression and classification SOMs, we do not have to split the dataset necessarily, which might improve the training especially on small datasets.
The unsupervised and supervised capabilities of the SuSi framework are combined for solving semi-supervised tasks. Similar to the supervised regression and classification applications, we apply the semi-supervised regression and classification SOM on two different datasets to evaluate their performances. Both datasets are modified for the semi-supervised evaluation: only a few datapoints in the training dataset remain labeled. While the semi-supervised regression SOM clearly outperforms the RF baseline classifier, the semi-supervised classification SOM achieves satisfying results that are still below the RF performance.
In the future, the SuSi framework will be extended, optimized, and upgraded. In particular, the supervised and semi-supervised classification has great potential for methodological improvements. One promising approach is the batch mode [12] for adapting the SOM weights in Appendix B.5. The handling of missing and incomplete data, as described in [24] , is one example for a possible extension. Another possible extension of the semi-supervised SOM is active learning [51] . In active learning, the ML model actively queries for unlabeled datapoints to be labeled that are most helpful for the underlying task. One further advantage of the SOM is the 2D output grid that can be used for visualization of the results of the SOM. This visualization can enhance the understanding for the underlying dataset. For example, the general ability to learn from datasets can be extended according to [22] . Furthermore, we plan to apply the SuSi framework on further datasets and to share our best practices in the context of handling the SuSi framework to ensure its effectiveness in hyperspectral remote sensing. Author Contributions: S.K. and F.M.R. prepared the methodological concept of this study, the original draft as well as the editing of the manuscript. F.M.R. designed the software, curated the data, performed the investigation, formal analysis, validation, and visualization of the results. S.K. and S.H. initialized the related research and provided didactic and methodological inputs. All coauthors contributed to the review of the manuscript. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A. Variable Naming Conventions
The Tanimoto distance as a third option is defined as the distance or dissimilarity between two boolean (binary: T, F) vectors x, x :
with c ij as the number of occurrences of x k = i and x k = j for all elements k as defined in [52] . The Mahalanobis distance between two one-dimensional, vectors x, x is defined, with the covariance matrix V of the two vectors, as
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